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Message From the President
Data Privacy and Security September 2020
Hello everyone,
Here we are at the end of September and we are still not able to get together
face to face. Unfortunately, this won't be happening till next year at the
earliest.
However, I have still been busy attending Network meetings and
participating in some of our U3A classes via zoom. Thank goodness for
zoom.
Some of my Network meetings were on the subject of Data Privacy and
Security, an issue your U3A takes very seriously. You may not be aware,
but our data base and website are held in a cloud-based data server, now
held in Australia. U3A Brimbank is required to comply with The Privacy
and Data Protection Act 2014 (Vic) (PDP Act) and the associated
Information Privacy Principles (IPPs).
So, by using the U-Mas web site and membership system, your personal
information is safe. However, we can still improve some of the practices
we use as individuals. For this reason, we are now looking at all our data
privacy policies and procedures including office procedures and how data
is stored and used by the committee, members and tutors.
Be assured, U3A Brimbank is doing all it can to keep your personal
information safe, however you too can do your bit by making sure your
own computer is as safe as possible by having up-to-date virus protection
software installed. It is also important that you allow your computer and
phone to update when prompted. We all need to be vigilant as scams are
on the rise as more and more people use the internet.
Cheers and keep safe.
Karin Saliba.
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U3A Brimbank News
No Fees in 2021

The end of this strange year is
approaching quickly and soon reenrolment time will be here.
The management committee has
decided not to charge fees to all 2020
active members, as for most of the
year we didn’t have to pay for the hire
of venues.
Hopefully next year will be better
and we will be able to see each other
personally in the classes or activities
of our choice.

********************
Going out…

Australian History
By Karin Saliba

This month the class discussed Ben
Chifley, Australia's 16th Prime
minister from 1945-1949.
Ben Chifley, a Labor Party Prime
Minister, came from humble
beginnings. Born in 1885, Bathurst,
NSW, Chifley became a railway
engine driver after leaving school and
was elected to Parliament in 1928. He
became prime minister following
Curtin's death in 1945.
While
Prime
minister,
his
Government passed 229 Acts in just
4 years, all around economic and
social reforms, many of which we
take for granted today. These reforms
included: Universal Health Care, the
Pharmaceutical Benefits scheme,
Family allowance, Wife allowance
now to include de facto relationships,
Maternal and Child allowance,
provided Federal funds for social
housing, set up the Commonwealth
Bank and much more.
All this information was unknown to
me until I did a little research on my
tablet. At this time in our history it is
worth reflecting on what has gone
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before, so we can appreciate how we
became the country we are today.
This Australian History class is a
relaxed, safe place to discuss issues
relating to our past, it is wonderful to
have a chat and see each other, not
face to face at the moment, but the
closest thing to it for now. Come
along and have your say.
@@@@@@

Now We Are Zooming in
French Too.

Rosie Dinh, one of our French tutors
wanted to resume her classes, but she
had never used Zoom before.
She approached Karin to see if she
could get some help to get started.
After a couple of sessions with Karin,
Silvia and Tomas (Spanish tutors),
she was confident enough to start and
she is running her Beginners Level 2
class very successfully. This class
runs every Friday from 2 pm. No new
students are admitted in this class
until next year.

New Computer Classes
Michael Sammut is offering to run
two (2) new 8-week beginners
computer classes via zoom.
Each class can hold 10 participants.
The first 2 weeks will be on how to
use zoom and the following 6 weeks
will be on basic computer use.
1. The first class would be for those
who use Microsoft Windows on their
computers.
Day: Tuesdays from 10.00am 12.00 noon.
2. This class would be for Apple
iPads and iPhones only, no Apple
Laptops
or
Apple
Mac.
Day: Tuesdays from 1.00pm3.00pm.
To join these classes please enrol Via
the Website

ÙÙÙ

If you would like to attend a Zoom
class or may be start one yourself, but
are worried about it being too
difficult, you don’t have to. Zoom is
very easy. Contact us for help or join
Michael’ class (see next item).
Classes are also offered by our local
libraries and community centres.
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Technology During
Lockdown
By Michael Sammut

At this time, I have been busy
assisting people with their various
computer technologies. Via U3A I
hope I am assisting those people who
find the technology challenging. I
currently teach about 7 people how to
use their computers and their mobile
phones (which are minicomputers
anyway) to keep in touch with family
and loved ones during these
unprecedented times.

I was surprised to learn that people
who have been using computers for
some time do not know the
fundamentals of the programs they
have been using for years in some
cases. “It is possible to use your
technology to do what you want but
be unaware of problems and issues
created by the way you use it. We
don’t know what we don’t know”.
As an example, I have noticed that
many people open apps on their
technology and simply remove it
from their screen believing they have
closed or shut down the app. When I
explain that the App is still running in
the background and draining their
battery quicker (Mobile device only)

they suddenly make the connection
as to why their battery needs constant
charging during the day. Or that their
PC of Tablet slows down after a
while because they have not closed
the app but merely hid it from view
(minimised).
We are currently relying much more
on our computers and other devices
to try to carry on with life. Some of
you may have put off learning more
about these devices because it is too
difficult, and you can get by for now.
These special times have caused
many to rethink this opinion and are
being pushed to learn. Anyone can
learn more. It takes motivation, time
and practice. In my working life I
have always worked with computers,
so I am confident with them. Apart
from the fact that I am happy to read
about them, I can remember when the
first version of Windows came on the
market. I was opening all the apps
and seeing what they do. When I
finally tried to shut down the
computer, I found I still had all the
apps open and needed to shut them
down first. I have done all the
mistakes and learnt the correct and
efficient way to use these devices
after 40 years. Do not make the
mistake of thinking that you could
learn what took me 40 years in six or
ten weeks.
Also, if someone just shows you how
to do something on a device you will
most likely forget a step. This would
easily confuse a beginner. Try to
understand how things work. Then,
when you forget a step it is easier to
remember if you understand a little of
6

what is happening. “Give a man a
fish. Feed him for a day. Teach him
to fish and feed him for a lifetime”.
My philosophy has always been,
everyone can learn. Some learn
quickly and others slowly.

Poems and Short Stories
By Rosie Dinh
Positive Outlook
Isolation perfection isolation,
Cheerful instead of frustration ,
Cause you know as it useless,
Set up your time with the useful.
Fill your life with the things precious
Calm down and have a good morning
Relax wandering in the afternoon
Then you will have a good night sleep.

Curious
I 've heard
Radiant blindness foggy on the top
of" Black To" mountain,
A great giant wave on the "Triet
Giang " river.
When I have not seen it, I felt so
upset,
Then I arrived,
I see nothing else different like the
others,
Such as: Radiant, blindness foggy on
the top of "Black To" mountain,
and a great giant wave forever on
"Triet Giang" river.

was about to perform before a sold out opera house, he walked out on
stage to a huge ovation and felt
something was terribly wrong.
Suddenly he realized that he had
someone else's violin in his
hand. Horrified, but knowing that he
had no other choice, he began.
That day he gave the performance of
his life .
After the concert, Paganini reflected
to a fellow musician, " Today, I
learned the most important lesson of
my career. Before today, I thought
the music was in the violin; today I
learned that the music is in me.
The Secret of Success in My Life
Every day when I wake up, it seems
to me that time is not enough, 24
hours a day!........
I never let things go through my
fingers. If I can do it today, I never
let it wait until tomorrow.
I learned all the things which by
accident appeared in front of my eye
or deliberately I wanted to know. I
sliced the time in pieces to do all the
things I want to do in a day. Such as
painting, exercise yoga , dancing
steps, cooking , cleaning ....
Time to chat, shopping, movie?
... rarely.

Ability
Niccolo Paganini (1782-1840), one
of the greatest violinists of all time,
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My Great Decisions.
By Marilyn Martin

My granny flat was built, and I settled
into Taylors Lakes.
During that awful first year of
grieving for my husband, I had
family around me who were the best
support imaginable.
I knew that I had to build a new life.
I wanted to meet members of my age
group and participate in the
community.

Just over three years ago, I came to
live in the West.
I was not in a happy space. My
husband, after a courageous battle,
had died from MND (Motor Neuron
Disease).
I am fortunate. My sons cared about
what happened and were concerned
about my future.
My son and daughter-in-law, living
here in Melbourne, suggested I move
in with them. Their property was
large enough for a granny flat, my
own entrance and small garden.
I hesitated at first because I didn't
want to interrupt their lives. But I
wanted to be near them.
It was a great decision to accept their
reassurances that I was wanted.

I made another great decision. I
contacted U3A. From the start, I felt
accepted. The classes I joined were
right up my alley, and the friendships
I am making even more so.
Becoming a committee member has
enabled me to contribute to
welcoming other people to join this
friendly organisation.
My life has opened up in another
way. MND Victoria supports MND
sufferers and their families in so
many ways. We received fantastic
support from them and Bethlehem
Hospital. I wanted to give back.
I am a Life Story Volunteer with
MND Victoria. I have the privilege of
bringing the life story of MND
sufferers to published form as a
legacy for their family. Listening to a
person tell their life story is
incredibly rewarding. They see the
people they love and circumstances
they have experienced with a
changed perspective. Knowing their
family will have something concrete
to remember them by helps them face
their difficult situation. More
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importantly, they see the value of
their life.
I have also woken up to the fact that
I have something to share with the
world. The one skill I have developed
through decades of teaching in
secondary and primary schools and
as a literacy teacher and tutor is, I
know how to teach someone to read.
I have the patience and skill to
instruct most students. I know how
kids and adults who struggle to read
suffer from self-esteem issues and
limited opportunities. I saw I had to
provide something to help more
students than one -on -one tutoring.
A blinding flash of the obvious in the
past few months (during lock-down!)
has shown me how to speak out. My
online reading course is published on
the adult learning platform Udemy. It
is for ESL learners and adults who
want to review their reading skills. I
have a 'Reading Program for Kids'
published in book form. *
Parents and grandparents can use the
book to support a child learning to
read. It is step-by-step, child-centred,
and the traditional stories included
give the young reader plenty to think
about and discuss.
Being an author means you have to
tell people about your book. At first,
I was unwilling to do this. Too selfcentred and too scared. Couldn't the
publisher do the marketing?
It is easy now because it is not about
me. It is about sharing what life has
prepared me to share.

Every stage of life has its benefits and
challenges. It is up to us to value our
experience and connect with others.
* Editor’s note: if you are interested
in the free online course, the link is:
https://www.udemy.com/course/masterenglish-readingbasics/?referralCode=A6F87EFDA04D638914
D9. For the book you can email

Marilyn at
superlearner@bigpond.com and the
cost is $24.99 including postage.
ÃÃÃÃÃ

My Tangled Family
By Lyn Hampel
As you all know I am a Family
History addict. When I began my
research, I thought brave immigrants,
leaving all their family behind, never
to see them again. Little did I know…
My great great grandparents Thomas
Cock & Mary Ann White had 3
children including Thomas born in
1852. They came to Australia in 1853
and Thomas (snr) died soon after.
Mary Ann White had a sister, Jane
White who married Peter Ellis. They
had many children including Pascoe
born in 1849 and William born in
1834.
My great great great grandparents
John Parsons & Jane Tonkin had
many children including Caroline
and William. John’s brother, Robert
Parsons married Mary Hall and had
many children including Mary.
John Parsons daughter, Caroline
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married James Kitto, they had 5
children including Emma born in
1854. John Parson’s son, William
married his cousin, Robert’s
daughter, Mary. Robert & Mary had
a daughter, also called Mary.
William Parson’s 1st wife, Mary, nee
Parsons, died and William married
Mary Ann Cock, nee White, widow
of Thomas Cock. William’s
daughter, Mary married Peter & Jane
Ellis’
son,
Pascoe.
John & Caroline Kitto’s daughter,
Emma, married Thomas Cock, son of
Thomas & Mary Ann Cock.
Peter & Jane Ellis’ son William
married Mary Jane Williams whose
mother, Jane Cock, is the sister of
Thomas
Cock
(snr).
Surprisingly none of us have two
heads!
Family History is a great hobby - you
never know just what will turn up.

ËËËËË

Getting Through
Lockdown
By Niki Stylianou
Under our current “Lockdown,” I try
and focus on positive things.
Victoria’s and more so, Melbourne’s
“Lockdown” approach & curfew
may seem extreme, but it is based on
modelling and is succeeding. There
are different political views including
the Covid-19 conspiracy theorists
views and a view that freedom ranks
higher than people’s lives. Most
people, however, are following the
rules, thereby fighting the common
enemy.
Last week it was the Royal
Melbourne Scrub Choir that warmed
our hearts. They performed “I’ll
Stand By You, Chrissie Hynde & the
Presenters,” with other health care
workers who are fighting the
coronavirus. Dedicated to all the
health care workers and broader
community who have lost their lives
and loved ones in the pandemic they
also reassure Victorians that they
have our backs.
Chris Hemsworth made a surprise
appearance on “Weekend Today”
last Saturday. The Actor, 37, was
invited by Weather Presenter, Lauren
Phillips to read the weather from the
NSW town of Scone. Hosts Richard
Wilkins & Rebecca Maddern were
shocked to see the Thor star, and it
was a treat for the rest of us. He even
gave a special shout out to Victorians
in lockdown, saying “Hello to all my
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friends in Melbourne, I am a
Victorian.”
For exercise seekers, the Duke St
Reserve, Sunshine North has a
downward path to the Maribyrnong
River which caters for both walkers
and cyclists. The playground perched
on a hill above the river has views of
the city skyline, bush land and the
Vietnamese Temple. As restrictions
permit there is a BBQ shelter, low
and more challenging pieces of play
equipment for children, a fenced off
dog enclosure and basketball court.
My husband, Steve and I enjoyed
walking along the river path last
Sunday. Next step - Covid – normal

How to download
Zoom on your Device
By Tomas Weisz
1. Open your device’s internet
browser
(Google
Chrome,
Firefox, Microsoft Outlook,
Safari, etc.) and navigate to
the Zoom website at Zoom.us.
2. Scroll down to the bottom of the
page and click "Download" in
the web page's footer.
3. On the Download Center page,
click "Download" under the
"Zoom Client for Meetings"
section.
4. The Zoom app

will
begin downloading.

then

Alternatively, you can go to the
Google Play Store for Android
devices or the App Store for Apple
devices and search for the “Zoom
Cloud Meetings” app and download
it for free, following the prompts
appearing on your screen.

^^^^^^^
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Don’t Risk Your Vision In
COVID-19 Lockdown
Article sent in by Khin Zaw Aung
Leading
macular
researcher
Professor Robyn Guymer AM is
urging patients with age related
macular degeneration (AMD) not
to risk their sight by delaying
essential treatment because of the
coronavirus pandemic.

should contact your optometrist or
ophthalmologist straight away”.
“You should not wait until the
lockdown is over and hope that your
vision will be OK. The earlier you
have treatment the greater chance we
have of saving your sight”.
COVID-safe practice
Professor Guymer says essential
medical appointments are allowed
under coronavirus restriction - and
encourages patients to ring their
practitioner ahead of any scheduled
appointment to find out what
arrangements are in place.
“Ophthalmologists and optometrists
remain open and are still seeing
patients for essential medical visits”
she says.

With metropolitan Melbourne now in
stage 4 restrictions and regional
Victoria in stage 3, Professor
Guymer is concerned that fear will
again deter patients from attending
critical medical appointments.
“If you have wet AMD and regular
injections with your ophthalmologist
are part of your treatment, you should
keep your appointments whenever
you can” says Professor Guymer.
“Regular injections are critical for
stabilizing and maintaining your
vision. If you delay an appointment
and lose vision as a result, we may
not be able to restore that lost vision
at your next appointment”.
“If you have any form of AMD and
you notice any new or increased
distortion, blurring or changes to
your vision that are persistent, you

“Eye clinics around Australia have
introduced safety and hygiene
measures – such as protective shields
on equipment, masks for clinicians
and patients, physical distancing in
waiting rooms- to keep their patients
safe”.
“Anyone who has concerns about
attending should contact their eye
specialists to find out what safety
measures are in place, and what the
best course of action is for their
individual circumstances”.
Declining appointments
Professor Guymer’s comments
reinforced advice from medical
experts – in a range of areas including
cancer, diabetes and heart diseasesthat patients should not avoid seeking
help for their conditions.
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During the first lockdown, The Royal
Australian and New Zealand College
of Ophthalmologist spoke out about
‘a worrying decline in patient
appointments’ which could lead to a
‘secondary health crisis’.

Recipe
By Silvia Weisz
Asparagus, tomato and fetta salad

The Macular Disease Foundation of
Australia deployed its retiring patron
Ita Buttrose to encourage people to
keep
attending
medical
appointments.
Internationally, recent reports from
the UK warn that thousands of
Britons are at risk of blindness
because of declining patient referrals.
Protecting vision
Professor Guymer says it’s also
important for patients with other eye
conditions, including people with
diabetes, to maintain ongoing
treatments.
People without underlying health or
eye conditions should also be vigilant
about their sight.
“Any sudden, persistent decline in
vision should always be treated as
urgent and you should immediately
seek help through an eye specialist”.
Permission granted by Professor
Robyn Guymer and Centre for Eye
Research Australia (CERA) to
reproduce this article.
For more information on eye diseases
and conditions please visit the Centre
for Eye Research Australia’s
website: www.cera.org.au

Looking at an old free Coles
magazine from 2016, I found this
really nice salad recipe. Then, while
imagining having it for lunch with a
nice slice of sourdough bread and
butter, or some roasted salmon, I
thought, let’s share it with my fellow
U3A members. It certainly seems
healthy as well as yummy.
Serves 6, but you can adapt it to
your needs.
200g Fetta cubed
2 bunches of young asparagus,
trimmed
2 tablespoons lemon juice
½ cup extra virgin olive oil
2 teaspoons dried oregano
sea salt and freshly ground black
pepper
1 baby cos lettuce
1 punnet baby Roma tomatoes,
halved
1/3 cup black Kalamata olives
Parsley leaves for sprinkling
1. Cook asparagus spears in a
frypan with ½ cup water until
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tender, drain and refresh in
cold water.
2. Shake lemon juice, olive oil,
oregano, salt and pepper
together in a jar to make a
dressing
3. Arrange lettuce, asparagus,
tomatoes, olives and fetta on a
platter.
4. Drizzle with dressing and
serve sprinkled with parsley
leaves.

Not much else we can do, except
cooking, eating and growing (in
circumference).

Yummy! Isn’t it?
Editor’s note: You can also share
your favourite recipes with our
members. Send them to us, to include
in our next issues.

Fun During Lockdown
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Editor’s note
I hope you are keeping healthy and safe during this difficult time. Eventually things will
go back to normal and I will be able to bring you a lot of interesting U3A Brimbank
news. In the meantime, take advantage of Zoom classes, or may be start one yourself
and don’t forget to periodically check our website. You can find all sort of useful
information.
In this opportunity I would like to thank all members who sent contributions. Apologies
to Glenda and Siew; I couldn’t use all the funnies and cartoons you sent in, but I had a
good laugh! I’ll keep some for next issue.
This newsletter is distributed by email and you can also find it in our website.
We welcome constructive criticism, suggestions and contributions for our next issues.
Send them to silviatomas@netspace.net.au.
I hope to see you all soon. All the best and take care.
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